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In the arsenal of American
submachine gun development is a
weapon that has received less than it's
fair share of written attention. Yet, what
little material I could locate unfolds an
interesting mixture of brutal criticism,
curiosity, and admiration.

This fascinating love-hate legacy
manifests itself around the Reising MSO
submachine gun. An article written by
William B. Edwards, published in May,
1963, GUN WORLD magazine, begins
with "Among military armsmen, one of
the most criticized weapons of the U.S.
Forces was the submachine gun designed
by Eugene G. Reising." Another article
written some twenty years earlier in
POPUIAR SCIENCE magazine,
however, found the Reising gun to be
"the answer to an ordnance officer's
prayer." It is, by many of the recognized
authorities of weapon development,
respectfully characterized as "interesting,
nove~ and ingenious in both operation
and design."

The history of the Reising gun began
in 1940 with its design and patenting by
Eugene G. Reising. It was tested by the
Army Ordnance at Aberdeen, Maryland,
accepted by the U.S. Marine Corps, and
manufactured by the Harrington and
Richardson Arms Company of
Worchester, Massachusettes. Mass
production began in late 1940 and ended
in early 1945. During this period
approximately 100,000 units were
manufactured and the majority sold to
the U.S. Marine Corps. Many were also
issued to American home defense efforts
such as security agencies for major
railroads and municipal utilities.
Remaining portions were sold to Allied
foreign governments and various police
departments throughout the United
States.

The Reising gun was manufactured in
three variations: First, the M50 capable
of semi and full automatic fIre (550 rpm
in full auto); second, the M55 which is
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Reising Gun is an attractive well made American .45 ACP Cal. submachine gun
developed for the Marine Corps early in World War II.

Reising Gun field stripped clearly reveals the bolt in the locked position ready to fire,
charging or action bar, 20 round magazine, and slotted stock for charging.

ReisingGun field stripped. It was fitted with an adjustable rear peep-sight, finned barrel,
compensator, and standard issue 20 round magazine.



identical to the MSOin functioning, but
equipped with a shorter barrel (10.5
inches) and a folding stock; and third is
the M60 designed to fIre semi-automatic
only. The M60 is fitted with a full-length
rifle stock and a longer barrel (18.25
inches).

The Reising gun is a
delayed-blowback weapon and unlike
other submachine guns of this period,
fIres from a closed bolt. The bolt, when
in locked position, is actually "raised" into
a slight machined recess in the top of the
receiver.

When the trigger is depressed, the
hammer is released and sent forward
striking the firing pin in the bolt. The
chambered round is detonated and the
energy, after a moments delay, drives the
bolt back into the receiver. This motion
extracts the spent casing and "cocks" the
hammer. The bolt is connected to the
action bar and while forced back it also
depresses a spring between the action
bar and receiver frame. When the rear
movement is completed the energy in the
compressed spring drives the bolt
forward. This return trip of the bolt then
strips and chambers the next round from
the magazine - thus completing the fIring
cycle. Full-automatic fire is actually a
rapid succession of single-action
operations.

The Reising gun is inherently
accurate as a result of its closed bolt
operation and close tolerances. It is also
very comfortable to shoot and control in
full-automatic due to the reduced weight
and number of moving parts.

In the era in which the Reising gun
was manufactured military weapons were
machined from quality solid bar metal.
The barrel is made from nickel chrome
steel and was rifled by the broach
method. Cooling fms were added to
dissipate barrel heat during sustained
ftre. Also, the barrel is fttted with a
compensator similiar to the cutts design,
except that it has a small "pan"
conftguration on its underside.

The stock is made of "good" grade,
straight grained American walnut that
adds to the appearance and operational
strength. The overall construction and
black-blue fmish is excellent - truly a ftne
example of the long forgotten art of
machined weaponry.

The Reising gun was a qualilled
attempt to meet the increased military
demand based on the prediction of
inevitable world war. As foreseen, this
submachine gun accompanied the
Marines at Guadalcanal in some of the
frrst skirmishes of World War II.
Unfortunately, it fell victim to the humid,
sandy conditions of combat in the South
Pacillc. It's recorded that General
Merritt A. Edson, U.S. Marine Corps,
ordered some 4,000 Reising guns
dumped into the Lunga River to prevent
their issue to his Marines. Thus abruptly
ended the relationship between the U.S.
Marine Corps and the Reising gun.

The Reising gun's short military
career is blamed on four design faults:
Stoppage due to grit entering the
receiver and preventing the bolt from
camming into lock position;
non-interchangable parts; poor magazine
design; weak springs resulting in parts
breakage - action bar and fIring pin - due
to heavy battering.

Forty-three years after its genesis the
time has come to revisit the Reising Gun
under the aesthetic light of a collector
and admirer of ftne engineering and
machine making.

In an attempt to gain an idea of its
original number and location of
distribution, I wrote a letter to H & R
Arms Company requesting all available
information. Unfortunately, the
immediate response from H & R read
"We manufactured the Reising M50 for
the Marine Corps and various police
agencies during the early 1940s. Upon
completion of production, records were
surrendered to the military and are no
longer available."

It is also safe to assume that the
police agencies have, over time,
cannibalized their stock to keep a
minimal number of units functional for
training and operational purposes. No
general estimate of remaining Reising
Guns exists and to determine their tally
would obviouslyprove to be a formidable
undertaking. Present day scarcity
obviouslyhas not been fully realized.

Unlike its vintage counterparts, the
Reising Gun has not experienced their
signillcant appreciatin. Today, excluding
the $200.00 stamp cost, the Reising in
mint or excellent condition (when found)

can be purchased for $400 to $650, and
$300 to $450 in varying used grades.
Recently a well known frrearms trade
periodical advertised a "pair" of
consecutive numbered commercial
Reisings in excellent condition for $800.

The Thompson Models, comparable
in manufacturing date, in varying used
grades begin at $900 to' $1,200, and in
excellent to mint grades command prices
as high as $3,500.

The Reising gun was considered
unique in its time due to four primary
characteristics; it frred from a closed
bolt; the bolt-lock design; each shot
including full automatic frring, is
technically a semi-automatic operation;
and its operation involved only three
moving parts - bolt :hammer, and action
bar. Ironically, these general
characteristics are desirable - if not state
of the art in today's assault rifles.

Why the Reising Gun is not more
widely sought after can possibly be
attributed to it's adverse publicity as well
as the amazingly small amount of formal
review. For those of us who enjoy
beautifully made vintage weapons for
collecting and shooting pleasure, the
Reising Gun remains an exceptional bu}',
as well as a slowly disappearing part of
American history.
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